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Abstract
This paper deals with the estimation of hidden periodicities in a non-linear regression model
with stationary noise displaying cyclical dependence. Consistency and asymptotic normality are
established for the least-squares estimates.
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1 Introduction
Let us consider the regression model
x(t) = g(t, θ) + ε(t), (1)
where g(t, θ) : R × Θc → R is a continuous non-linear function of unknown parameter vector θ ∈ Θ,
θ = (θ1, . . . , θq), with Θc being the closure in Rq of open set Θ ⊂ Rq, and {ε(t), t ∈ R} is the
random noise process defining the error term through time. Process ε is assumed to be a zero-
mean stationary process, generated by non-linear transformation of a stationary Gaussian process ξ
displaying cyclical dependence. We address the problem of the estimation of the unknown parameter
θ from the observation of random process {x(t), t ∈ [0, T ]}, when T →∞.
The least-squares estimate (LSE) θˆT of an unknown parameter θ ∈ Θ, obtained from the observa-
tions {x(t), t ∈ [0, T ]}, is any random variable θˆT ∈ Θc, having the property
QT (θˆT ) = inf
τ∈Θc
QT (τ ), QT (τ ) =
1
T
T∫
0
[x(t)− g(t, τ )]2dt, (2)
where Θc is the closure of Θ.
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Our main interest in this paper is the problem of detecting hidden periodicities, that is, the problem
of estimation of the unknown parameters of the regression function
g(t, θ) =
N∑
k=1
(Ak cosϕkt+Bk sinϕkt) , (3)
where θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3, . . . , θ3N−2, θ3N−1, θ3N ) = (A1, B1, ϕ1, . . . , AN , BN , ϕN ) ∈ R3N , C2k = A2k+B2k >
0, k = 1, . . . , N, 0 ≤ ϕ < ϕ1 < · · · < ϕN < ϕ <∞.
This paper provides the asymptotic properties of the LSE of the nonlinear regression model (1)
with regression function (3) and cyclical dependent stationary noise. Specifically, the consistency and
the convergence to the Gaussian distribution of the LSE of the parameters involved in the definition
of the regression function (3) are derived in this paper.
Although in the subsequent development, we will refer to the nonlinear regression model (1) with
regression function (3), and cyclical dependent stationary noise with covariance function (6), the
results given in Section 4 and 5 on linearization, and asymptotic uniqueness, as well as on asymptotic
normality hold for a more general class of regression functions satisfying conditions B1-B6 formulated
below. The general class of non-linear regression functions that could be considered includes the family
of functions g whose matrix-valued measure, defined for T > 0 by,
µT (dλ) = (µ
jl
T (dλ, θ))
q
j,l=1, µ
jl
T (dλ, θ) =
gjT (λ, θ)g
l
T (λ, θ))dλ(∫
R
∣∣∣gjT (λ, θ)∣∣∣2 dλ ∫
R
∣∣glT (λ, θ)∣∣2 dλ) 12
, j, l = 1, . . . , q, (4)
gjT (λ, θ) =
T∫
0
eitλ
∂
∂θj
g(t, θ)dt, j = 1, . . . , q, λ ∈ R, θ ∈ Θ, (5)
could weakly converge as T → ∞ to an atomic spectral measure µ with atoms Ξregr = {δ1, . . . , δn}.
Limit theorems for non-linear transformations of Gaussian stationary processes are here considered.
In the derivation of these limit results, the mentioned weak-convergence to the spectral measure
associated with the regression function, and the diagram formulae are applied. In the discrete case
this phenomenon was discussed by Yajima (1988,1991) in some other regression scheme.
Note that the classical non-central limit theorems (Taqqu, 1979, and Dobrushin and Major, 1979)
can be viewed as particular cases of the general setting considered here, when the noise is the non-linear
transformation of a Gaussian process with the unique singular point in the spectrum: Ξnoise = {0},
and the regression function is such that ∂∂θg(t, θ) ≡ 1 (q = 1). In this case, the regression measure µT
is the Fejer kernel, which tends to the delta-measure with atom at zero, that is, the limit µ-measure
spectrum consists of one point: Ξregr = {0}. Nonstandard renormalizations and special limiting
distributions are required here due to the fact that Ξnoise ∩Ξregr 6= ∅. Some limiting distributions for
the case where the two spectral point sets Ξnoise and Ξregr are in fact overlapped, in the discrete case,
can be derived from the papers by Taqqu (1975, 1979), Rosenblatt (1981, 1987), Viano et al (1995),
Oppenheim et al (2002), Haye (2002), Haye and Viano (2002), Haye and Phillipe (2003), Arcones
(1994, 2000). In the continuous time case, the limiting distributions for non-empty set Ξnoise ∩ Ξregr
can be obtained from the papers and book by Ivanov and Leonenko (1989, 2004, 2008), and Leonenko
and Taufer (2006). For the non-linear regression model with function g given by (3), this subject will
be considered in subsequent papers. In the present paper we consider the case when Ξnoise∩Ξregr = ∅.
This assumption as it will be seen leads to the asymptotic normality of the LSE of parameters of model
(3).
During the last thirty years, a number of papers have been devoted to limit theorems for non-linear
transformations of Gaussian processes and random fields. The pioneer results are those of Taqqu (1975,
1979) and Dobrushin and Major (1979) for convergence to Gaussian and non-Gaussian distributions
under long range dependence in terms of Hermite expansions, and Breuer and Major (1983), Avram
and Brown (1989), Ivanov and Leonenko (1989), Avram (1992), Avram and Fox (1992) for convergence
to Gaussian limit distribution by using diagram formulae or graphical methods. This line of research
continues to be of interest today, see Berman (1992) for m-dependent approximation approach, Ho
and Hsing (1997) for martingale approach, Nualart and Pecatti (2005) (see also Pecatti and Tudor
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(2004)) for using Malliavin calculus, Avram, Leonenko and Sakhno (2010) for an extension of graphical
method for random fields, to name only a few papers. The volume of Doukhan, Oppenheim and
Taqqu (2003) contains outstanding surveys of the field. In particular, that volume discusses different
definitions of short range dependence and long range dependence of stationary processes in terms of
the autocorrelation function (the integral of the correlation function diverges) or the spectrum (the
spectral density has a singularity at zero).
Non-linear regression models with independent or weakly dependent errors have been extensively
studied (see, for example, Hannan (1973), Ivanov and Leonenko (1989), Ivanov (1997), Skouras (2000),
Polard and Radchenko (2006) and the references therein). The first results on non-linear regression
with long-range dependence (LRD) were obtained by Robinson and Hidalgo (1997). They established
conditions for consistency of some estimates of a parameter of non-linear regression with LRD errors
in discrete time models. Important results on asymptotic distribution of M-estimators in non-linear
regression models with discrete time and LRD property of the noise process are presented in Koul
and Baillie (2003), and Koul (1996) papers, both, for smooth and more general score functions.
Note that as we have considered the case of continuous time regression, where the response vari-
ables are observed over continuous time, parameters characterizing local regularity properties, such as
parameter of intermittency, for example, in the fractional Riesz-Bessel motion model, can be estimated
in this setting (see, for example, Avram, Leonenko and Sakhno (2010)).
The asymptotic theory of LSE in non-linear regression with LRD has been considered by Mukhergee
(2000) and Ivanov and Leonenko (2004, 2008). The papers by Ivanov and Leonenko (2009) and Ivanov
and Orlovsky (2008) discuss the asymptotic distributions of a class of M-estimates and Lp-estimates
(1 < p < 2) in the nonlinear regression model with LRD. Our paper is a continuation of these papers.
The problem of the estimation of the parameters characterizing the distribution of the noise is not
addressed here. This will be the subject of subsequent papers in the spirit of the paper by Ivanov and
Leonenko (2008).
2 Stationary processes with cyclical dependence
We recall the assumptions that will be made on the Gaussian process ξ generating the random noise ε,
representing the time-dependent error term in the regression model (1). Specifically, we will consider
a stationary process ξ in continuous time defined on a complete probability space (Ω,F, P ) :
ξ(t) = ξ(ω, t) : Ω× R −→ R,
satisfying the following assumption.
A1. Random function ξ = {ξ(t), t ∈ R} is a real-valued and measurable stationary mean-square
continuous Gaussian process with Eξ(t) = 0, and Eξ2(t) = 1. Its covariance function (c.f.) is of the
form:
B (t) = E [ξ(0)ξ(t)] =
κ∑
j=0
DjBαj ,κj (t) , t ∈ R, κ ≥ 0,
κ∑
j=0
Dj = 1, Dj ≥ 0, j = 0, . . . , κ, (6)
where
Bαj ,κj (t) =
cos (κjt)
(1 + t2)αj/2
, 0 ≤ κ0 < κ1 < ... < κκ, αj > 0, t ∈ R, j = 0, . . . , κ,
Remark 1 If κ0 = 0 and 0 < α0 < 1, process ξ displays long-range dependence. Otherwise, process
ξ is of short range dependence.
The c.f. B(t), t ∈ R, admits the following spectral representation:
B(t) =
∫
R
eiλtf(λ)dλ, t ∈ R,
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where the spectral density (s.d.) is of the form:
f (λ) =
κ∑
j=0
Djfαj ,κj (λ) , λ ∈ R,
with, for j = 0, . . . , κ, fαj ,κj (λ) being defined by
fαj ,κj (λ) =
c1 (αj)
2
[
Kαj−1
2
(|λ+ κj |) |λ+ κj |
αj−1
2 +Kαj−1
2
(|λ− κj |) |λ− κj |
αj−1
2
]
, λ ∈ R,
and
c1 (αj) =
2(1−αj)/2√
π Γ
(αj
2
) .
Here,
Kν (z) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
sν−1 exp
{
−1
2
(
s+
1
s
)
z
}
ds, z ≥ 0, ν ∈ R,
is the modified Bessel function of the third kind and order ν or McDonald’s function.
The following derived identities constitute an improvement and correction of Anh, Knopova and
Leonenko (2004). Indeed, we omit some details. For a small z, the following asymptotic expansions
are known (see, i.e., Gradshteyn and Ruzhik (2000), formulae 8.825, 8.445 and 8.446): if ν /∈ Z,
K−ν (z) = Kν (z) =
=
π
2 sin(πν)

∞∑
j=0
(z/2)2j−ν
j!Γ(j + 1− ν) −
∞∑
j=0
(z/2)2j−ν
j!Γ(j + 1 + ν)
 ,
while if ν = ±m, where m is a nonegative integer,
Kν (z) =
1
2
m−1∑
j=0
(−1)j(m− j − 1)!
j!
(z
2
)2j−m
+
+(−1)m+1
∞∑
j=0
(z/2)m+2j
j!(m + j)!
{
ln
z
2
− 1
2
Ψ(j + 1)− 1
2
Ψ(j +m+ 1)
}
,
where Ψ(z) = ( ddzΓ(z))/Γ(z) is the logarithm derivative of the Gamma function.
Therefore we have: for αj > 1
lim
λ→0
fαj ,0 (λ) =
Γ
(
αj−1
2
)
[
2
√
πΓ(
αj
2 )
] ,
for αj = 1, and λ→ 0
f1,0 (λ) ∼ 1
π
{− ln |λ|+ ln 2 + Ψ(1)} ,
where Ψ(1) = −γ, γ is the Euler constant.
For 0 < αj < 1, and λ→ 0
fαj ,0 (λ) = c2 (αj)
1
|λ|1−αj (1− hj(|λ|)),
where c2(αj) = [2Γ(αj) cos
αjπ
2 ]
−1, and |hj(|λ|)| < 1.
Thus, for j = 0, . . . , κ, 0 < αj < 1, in the neighborhood of the points κj :
fαj ,κj (λ) = c2 (αj)
[
|λ+ κj |αj−1 (1− hj (|λ+ κj |))
]
. (7)
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Therefore, the s.d. f has 2κ+2 different singular points {−κκ,−κκ−1, ..,−κ1,−κ0,κ0,κ1, ...,κκ}under
condition A1, when κ0 6= 0, and 0 < αj < 1, j = 0, . . . , κ. If κ0 = 0, the s.d. f has 2κ+ 1 different
singular points.
For αj = 1 and λ→ ±κj :
f1,κj (λ) ∼
c1 (αj)
2
K0 (|2κj |) + 1
2
1
π
{− ln |λ∓ κj |+ ln 2 + Ψ(1)} ,
while for αj > 1 and λ→ ±κj :
fαj ,κj (λ)→
c1 (αj)
2
Kαj−1
2
(|2κj |) + 1
2
Γ(
αj−1
2 )[
2
√
πΓ(
αj
2 )
] .
Similar results can be obtained for c.f.’s defined as linear combinations of the functions
Rαj ,κj (t) =
cos (κjt)
(1 + |t|ρj )αj
, κj ∈ R, 0 < ρj ≤ 2, αj > 0,κj 6= 0, j = 0, . . . , κ
(see again Ivanov and Leonenko, 2004, and Anh, Knopova and Leonenko, 2004, for details, also some
formulae of the last paper have been corrected in the text).
3 Consistency
This section is devoted to the derivation of the weak-consistency of the LSE
parameter estimator, in the Walker sense. Some additional conditions are first formulated, needed
in the subsequent results.
A2. The stochastic process ε is given by ε(t) = G(ξ(t)), t ∈ R, with ξ(t) satisfying condition A1,
and G : R −→ R being a non-random measurable function such that EG(ξ(0)) = 0, and EG4(ξ(0)) <
∞.
Under condition A2, function G ∈ L2(R, ϕ(x)dx), with ϕ(x) = 1√2π e−
x2
2 , x ∈ R, being the
standard Gaussian density, and
G(x) =
∞∑
k=1
Ck
k!
Hk(x),
∞∑
k=1
C2k
k!
= E [G2(ξ(0))] <∞, (8)
where
Ck =
∫
R
G(x)Hk(x)ϕ(x)dx.
Here, the Hermite polynomials
Hk(x) = (−1)k[
√
2πϕ (x)]−1
dk
dxk
[
√
2πϕ (x)], k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
constitute a complete orthogonal system in the Hilbert space L2(R, ϕ(x)dx).
Remark 2 Denoting by φ the distribution function (d.f.) of the standard normal distribution, it is
easy to see that the process ε(t) = G(ξ(t)) = F−1(φ(ξ(t))) has a marginal d.f. F for any strictly
increasing d.f. with zero mean. Thus, we can introduce regression models with Student errors, for
example.
A3. We assume that the function G has Hermite rank Hrank(G) = m, that is, either C1 6= 0 and
m = 1, or, for some m ≥ 2, C1 = · · · = Cm−1 = 0, Cm 6= 0.
Under conditions A1-A3, the process {ε(t) = G(ξ(t)), t ∈ R}, admits a Hermite series expansion
in the Hilbert space L2(Ω,F, P ) :
ε(t) = G(ξ(t)) =
∞∑
k=m
Ck
k!
Hk(ξ(t)). (9)
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We use the following modification of the LSE proposed by Walker (1973), see also Ivanov (1980,
2010). Consider a monotone non-decreasing system of open sets ST ⊂ S(ϕ, ϕ), T > T0 > 0, given by
the condition that the true value of unknown parameter ϕ, belongs to ST , and
lim
T→∞
inf
1≤j<k≤N, ϕ∈ST
T (ϕk − ϕj) = +∞, lim
T→∞
inf
ϕ∈ST
Tϕ1 = +∞, (10)
where
S(ϕ, ϕ) =
{
0 ≤ ϕ < ϕ1 < · · · < ϕN < ϕ <∞
}
.
Remark 3 Assumption (10) allows to distinguish the parameters ϕk, k = 1, . . . , N, and prove the
consistency of the LSE (see Theorem 1 below).
The LSE θ̂T in the Walker sense of unknown parameter θ = (A1, B1, ϕ1, . . . , AN , BN , ϕN ) in the
model (1) with nonlinear regression function (3) is said to be any random vector θˆT ∈ Θc having the
property:
QT (θˆT ) = inf
τ∈Θc
QT (τ), (11)
where QT (τ ) is defined in (2), and Θ ⊂ R3N is such that Ak ∈ R, Bk ∈ R, k = 1, . . . , N , and ϕ ∈ ScT ,
the closure in RN of the set ST .
Remark 4 The 2-nd condition (10) is satisfied if ϕ > 0. If ST ⊂ S(ϕ, ϕ), the relations given in (10)
are, for example, satisfied for a parametric set ST , such that
inf
1≤j<k≤N, ϕ∈ST
(ϕk − ϕj) = T−1/2, inf
ϕ∈ST
ϕ1 = T
−1/2.
Theorem 1 Under conditions A1 and A2, the LSE in the Walker sense
θˆT = (Aˆ1T , Bˆ1T , ϕˆ1T , . . . , AˆNT , BˆNT , ϕˆNT )
of the unknown parameter θ = (A1, B1, ϕ1, . . . , AN , BN , ϕN ) of the regression function (3) is weakly
consistent as T →∞, that is,
AˆkT
P−→ Ak, BˆkT P−→ Bk, T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)
P−→ 0, k = 1, . . . , N,
where
P−→ stands for the convergence in probability.
The proof of the Theorem 1 is based on the diagram technique. Let us first introduce the main
elements involved in the definition of a diagram. Specifically, a graph Γ = Γ(l1, . . . , lp) with l1+ · · ·+ lp
vertices is called a diagram of order (l1, . . . , lp) if:
a) the set of vertices V of the graph Γ is of the form V = ∪pj=1Wj , whereWj = {(j, l), l = 1, . . . , lj}
is the jthe level of the graph Γ, 1 ≤ j ≤ p (if lj = 0, assume that Wj = ∅);
b) each vertex is of degree 1;
c) if ((j1, l1), (j2, l2)) ∈ Γ then j1 6= j2, that is, the edges of the graph Γ may connect only different
levels.
Let L = L(l1, . . . , lp) be a set of diagrams Γ of order (l1, . . . , lp). Denote by R(Γ) the set of edges
of a graph Γ ∈ L. For the edge ̟ = ((j1, l1), (j2, l2)) ∈ R(Γ), j1 < j2, we set d1(̟) = j1, d2(̟) = j2.
We call a diagram Γ regular if its levels can be split into pairs in such a manner that no edge connects
the levels belonging to different pairs. We denote by L∗ the set of regular diagrams L∗ ⊆ L(l1, . . . , lp),
If p is odd, then L∗ = ∅. The following lemma provides the so called Diagram Formula (see Lemma
3.2, or Doukhan, Oppenheim and Taqqu (2003), p.74 or Pecatti and Taqqu (2010)).
Lemma 1 Let (ζ1, . . . , ζp), p ≥ 2, be a Gaussian vector with Eζj = 0, Eζ2j = 1, Eζiζj =
B(i, j), i, j = 1, . . . , p, and let Hl1(u), . . . , Hlp(u) be the Hermite polynomials. Then,
E

p∏
j=1
Hlj (ζj)
 = ∑
Γ∈L
IΓ, (12)
where IΓ =
∏
̟∈R(Γ)B(d1(̟), d2(̟)).
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As the special case for p = 2 we have the following
EHk(ζ(t))Hl(ζ(s)) = k!δ
l
kB
k(t− s), (13)
where δlk is the Kronecker delta.
Lemma 2 Suppose conditions A1 and A2 are fulfilled. Then
lim
T→∞
Eη2(T ) = 0,
where η(T ) = supλ∈R
1
T
∣∣∣∫ T0 e−iλtε(t)dt∣∣∣ .
Proof. Some ideas from Ivanov (2010) are used in the development of the proof of this lemma.
First, from∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
e−iλtε(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∫ T
−T
e−iλu
∫ T−|u|
0
ε(t+ |u|)ε(t)dtdu = 2
∫ T
0
cosλu
∫ T−u
0
ε(t+ u)ε(t)dtdu,
we obtain
Eη2(T ) ≤ 2
T 2
∫ T
0
E
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T−u
0
ε(t+ u)ε(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣ du
≤
2∑
i,j=1
2
T 2
∫ T
0
E
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T−u
0
Gi(ξ(t+ u)) Gj(ξ(t))dt
∣∣∣∣∣ du =
2∑
i,j=1
Ii,j(T ) (14)
with G(x) = G1(x) +G2(x), where G1(x) =
∑M
k=1
Ck
k! Hk(x), and G2(x) =
∑∞
k=M+1
Ck
k! Hk(x).
Let us now compute upper bounds for Ii,j(T ), i, j = 1, 2. In particular, from Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality:
I12(T ) ≤
(
2
T 2
∫ T
0
(T − u)du
)(
EG21(ξ(0)
)1/2 (
EG22(ξ(0)
)1/2
<
(
EG21(ξ(0)
)1/2
ǫ,
since from (8), EG22(ξ(0)) =
∑∞
k=M+1
C2k
k! is the tail of a convergent series, and similarly, I21(T ) <(
EG21(ξ(0)
)1/2
ǫ, and I22(T ) < ǫ
2, for any ǫ > 0.
Note that
I11(T ) =
2
T 2
∫ T
0
E
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T−u
0
G1(ξ(t+ u))G1(ξ(t))dt
∣∣∣∣∣ du ≤ 2T 2
∫ T
0
ψ1/2(u)du, (15)
where
ψ(u) =
∫ T−u
0
∫ T−u
0
EG1(ξ(t+ u))G1(ξ(s+ u))G1(ξ(t))G1(ξ(s))dtds
=
M∑
l1,l2,l3,l4=1
 4∏
j=1
Clj
lj!
∫ T−u
0
∫ T−u
0
E
 4∏
j=1
Hlj
(
ξj
) dtds, (16)
with (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) = (ξ(t+ u), ξ(s+ u), ξ(t), ξ(s)) .
Applying diagram formula (12) with p = 4, for Γ ∈ L∗(l1, l2, l3, l4), we have different splitting of
the levels (1,2,3,4) into pairs:
(i) (1, 2) (3, 4) (ii) (1, 3) (2, 4) (iii) (1, 4) (2, 3).
Let us denote the cardinality of the levels of the first pairs in (i), (ii) and (iii) as r(1), and the
cardinality of the levels of the second pairs in (i), (ii) and (iii) as r(2); r(1) and r(2) are the orders of
Hermite polynomials in the left-hand side of (12).
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For the product ∏
̟∈R(Γ)
B(d1(̟), d2(̟)) (17)
in (12), we obtain the following estimates: In case (i), product (17) is bounded by Br(1)+r(2)(t − s),
while, for the cases (ii) and (iii), the expression (17) is bounded by Br(1)+r(2)(u), and Br(1)(t − s +
u)Br(2)(t− s− u), respectively.
From (12), (15), (16) and (17), we have
I11(T ) ≤ 2
M∑
l1,l2,l3,l4=1
 4∏
j=1
Clj
lj !
∑
Γ∈L
1
T 2
∫ T
0
∫ T−u
0
∫ T−u
0
∏
̟∈R(Γ)
|B(d1(̟), d2(̟))| dtds
1/2 du.
(18)
Since r(1), r(2) ≥ 1, we need to estimate for the regular diagram in (18) the following integrals:
1
T 2
∫ T
0
γ
1/2
i (u)du, i = 1, 2, 3,
where
γ1(u) =
∫ T−u
0
∫ T−u
0
B2(t− s)dtds, γ2(u) = (T − u)2B2(u),
γ3(u) =
∫ T−u
0
∫ T−u
0
|B(t− s+ u)B(t− s− u)|dtds.
Note that
|B(t)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
κ∑
j=0
DjBαj ,κj (t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + t2)−α/2 = B0(t).
Consider first the case α = min(α0, . . . , αr) ∈ (0, 1). Introduce the function L(t) =
[
t2
1+t2
]α/2
being
monotonically nondecreasing slowly varying at infinity function (s.v.f), see Seneta (1976). Then,
B0(t) =
L(t)
|t|α .
Denote by b0u(t− s) = B0(t− s− u)B0(t− s+ u), with
B0(t) =
L(t)
|t|α .
Using the change of variables
(
t 7→ tT , s→ sT , t− s→ t
)
, we obtain
γ3(u) ≤ T 2
∫ 1− u
T
0
∫ 1− u
T
0
|b0u(T (t− s))|dtds = T 2
(
1− u
T
)∫ 1+ u
T
−1+ u
T
(
1− |t|
1− uT
)
|b0u(T t)|dt
≤ T 2
(
1− u
T
)∫ 1
−1
∣∣b0u(T t)∣∣ dt ≤ T 2 (1− uT )
[∫ 1
0
|B0(T t+ u)|dt+
∫ 0
−1
|B0(T t− u)|dt
]
.
Since ∫ 0
−1
B0(T t− u)dt =
∫ 1
0
B0(T t+ u)dt,
we rewrite
γ3(u) ≤ 2T 2
(
1− u
T
) ∫ 1
0
|B0(T t+ u)|dt. (19)
From A1 and the monotonicity of the function L(t), for any ǫ > 0, and, for T sufficiently large,
the following inequalities hold:
B0(T t+ u) =
L(T t+ u)
|T t+ u|α ≤
L(2T )
(T t)α
<
1 + ǫ
tα
L(T )
Tα
=
1 + ǫ
tα
B0(T ),
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and, hence,
1
T 2
∫ T
0
γ
1/2
3 (u)du ≤
2
√
2
3
(
1 + ǫ
1− α
)1/2
B
1/2
0 (T ). (20)
Similarly, we have γ1(u) ≤ 2T 2
(
1− uT
) ∫ 1
0
B20(T t)dt ≤ 2T 2
(
1− uT
) ∫ 1
0
B0(T t)dt. Thus,
1
T 2
∫ T
0
γ
1/2
1 (u)du ≤
2
√
2
3
√
1− αB
1/2
0 (T ). (21)
On the other hand,
1
T 2
∫ T
0
γ
1/2
2 (u)du ≤
1
T 2
∫ T
0
(T − u)|B(u)|du (22)
≤
∫ 1
0
(1− u)B0(Tu)du ≤ 1
(1− α) (2− α)B0(T ).
Thus, all the terms in (16), corresponding to the regular diagrams, tend to zero as T →∞.
Let us now consider the non-regular diagrams in (16). Fix Γ ∈ L\L∗. In the product∏
̟∈R(Γ)
B(d1(̟), d2(̟)), (23)
there is a multiplier B(t− s) (which means that an edge between levels 1 and 2 or 2 and 4 exists), or
there is a multiplier B(u) (which means that an edge between the levels 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 exists). If
the diagram Γ has no edges with such properties, then, level 1 will be connected to level 4, and level
2 will be connected to level 3, which is true for regular diagram only. Thus, expression (18) is given
in terms of either B(t− s) or B(u), and similarly to (21) and (22) one can obtain
1
T 2
∫ T
0
[∫ T−u
0
∫ T−u
0
|B(t− s)|dtds
]1/2
du ≤ 2
√
2
3(1− α)B
1/2
0 (T ), (24)
and
1
T 2
∫ T
0
(T − u)|B(u)|1/2du ≤ 4
(2− α) (4− α)B
1/2
0 (T ). (25)
From (20)-(25), expression (18) tends to zero when T −→∞, and hence, the statement of Lemma
2 follows, for α < 1. The case α > 1 is almost obvious because of the integrability of the function
B0(t). If α = 1, integrals of B0(t) are of logarithmic order in T and the statement of Lemma 2 is also
true.
The proof of Theorem 1 is now derived.
Proof.
Denote
zkT =
sin[T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)]
T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)
, ykT =
1− cos[T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)]
T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)
.
We shall show that for k = 1, 2, . . . , N,
AˆkT = AkzkT −BkykT + oP (1), (26)
BˆkT = AkykT +BkzkT + oP (1),
where oP (1) means (different) stochastic processes tending to zero in probability as T −→∞.
Taking derivatives of the functional QT (θ) with respect to Ak, Bk, k = 1, 2, . . . , N, we obtain the
following system of linear equations in terms of the LSE AˆkT , BˆkT , k = 1, 2, . . . , N :{ ∑N
k=1 a
(1)
kj (T )AˆkT +
∑N
k=1 b
(1)
kj (T )BˆkT = c
(1)
j (T ),∑N
k=1 a
(2)
kj (T )AˆkT +
∑N
k=1 b
(2)
kj (T )BˆkT = c
(2)
j (T )
, j = 1, . . . , N, (27)
where, denoting
< u(t), v(t) >=
1
T
∫ T
0
u(t)v(t)dt,
for k, j = 1, . . . , N,
a
(1)
kj (T ) =
〈
cos(ϕˆkT t), cos(ϕˆjT t)
〉
, a
(2)
kj (T ) =
〈
cos(ϕˆkT t), sin(ϕˆjT t)
〉
,
b
(1)
kj (T ) =
〈
sin(ϕˆkT t), cos(ϕˆjT t)
〉
, b
(2)
kj (T ) =
〈
sin(ϕˆkT t), sin(ϕˆjT t)
〉
,
c
(1)
j (T ) =
〈
x(t), cos(ϕˆjT t)
〉
, c
(2)
j (T ) =
〈
x(t), sin(ϕˆjT t)
〉
.
From (10), we have the following, for k, j = 1, . . . , N,
a
(1)
kj (T ) = a
(2)
kj (T ) = o(1), k 6= j, a(1)kk (T ) =
1
2
+ o(1), (28)
b
(1)
kj (T ) = b
(2)
kj (T ) = o(1), k 6= j, b(2)kk (T ) =
1
2
+ o(1), (29)
where o(1) means (different) stochastic processes tending to zero almost surely, as T −→∞.
Then, one can continue as follows:
c
(1)
j (T ) =
〈
ε(t), cos(ϕ̂jT t)
〉
+
〈
g(t, θ), cos(ϕ̂jT t)
〉
= d
(1)
j (T ) + d
(2)
j (T )
where d
(1)
j (T ) = oP (1) by Lemma 2, and
d
(2)
j (T ) = A
0
j
〈
cos(ϕjt), cos(ϕˆjT t)
〉
+B0j
〈
sin(ϕjt), cos(ϕˆjT t)
〉
+ oP (1),
=
1
2
[AjzjT −BjyjT ] + oP (1),
or
c
(1)
j (T ) =
1
2
[AjzjT −BjyjT ] + oP (1), j = 1, . . . , N, (30)
and similarly
c
(2)
j (T ) =
1
2
[AjyjT +BjzjT ] + oP (1), j = 1, . . . , N, (31)
where oP (1) are processes tending to zero in probability as T →∞.
Since |zjT | , |yjT | ≤ 1, we obtain, from (26),∣∣∣AˆkT ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣BˆkT ∣∣∣ ≤ |Ak|+ |Bk|+ oP (1), k = 1, . . . , N. (32)
Let ∆g(t; θ1, θ2) = g(t, θ1)− g(t, θ2), and KT (θ1, θ2) = 〈∆g(t; θ1, θ2),∆g(t; θ1, θ2)〉 .
By definition of LSE
QT (θˆT ) ≤ QT (θ). (33)
On the other hand,
QT (θˆT )−QT (θ0) = KT (θˆT , θ0) + 2
〈
ε(t),∆g(t; θ1, θˆT )
〉
, (34)
and by Lemma 2 and (30)-(32), we have〈
ε(t),∆g(t; θ1, θˆT )
〉
= oP (1). (35)
From (33), (34) and (35), it follows that
KT (θˆT , θ) = oP (1). (36)
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Consider gkT (t) = AˆkT cos(ϕˆkT t) + BˆkT sin(ϕˆjT t)−Ak cos(ϕkt)−Bk sin(ϕkt). Observe that
KT (θˆT , θ) =
N∑
k=1
〈gkT (t), gkT (t)〉+ 2
N∑
k<j
〈gkT (t), gjT (t)〉 , k 6= j. (37)
In a similar way as before, for k = 1, . . . , N,
〈gkT (t), gjT (t)〉 = oP (1), k 6= j,
〈gkT (t), gkT (t)〉 =
1
2
[
Aˆ2kT + Bˆ
2
kT + (Ak)
2 + (Bk)
2
]
−(AˆkTAk + BˆkTBk)zkT + (AˆkTBk + BˆkTAk)ykT + oP (1).
From (26)-(34), we get
KT (θˆT , θ) =
1
2
N∑
k=1
(
(Ak)
2 + (Bk)
2
) (
1− z2kT − y2kT
)
+ oP (1) (38)
=
1
2
N∑
k=1
(
(Ak)
2 + (Bk)
2
)1−(sin ( 12T (ϕˆkT − ϕk))1
2T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)
)2+ oP (1).
Additionally, from (36), we have
1−
(
sin
(
1
2T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)
)
1
2T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)
)
= oP (1), k = 1, . . . , N. (39)
Since sin xx , x ≥ 0, is decreasing around zero, then, for ǫ ∈ (0, 1), thanks to (39),
P
{
1
2
T
∣∣ϕˆkT − ϕ∣∣ > ǫ} ≤ P
{(
1− sin
(
1
2T (ϕˆkT − ϕ)
)
1
2T (ϕˆkT − ϕ)
)
> 1− sin ǫ
ǫ
}
−→ 0, T −→∞,
or
T (ϕˆkT − ϕ) = oP (1), T −→∞. (40)
Observe that zkT =
sin( 12T (ϕˆkT −ϕ))
1
2T (ϕˆkT−ϕ)
cos
(
1
2T (ϕˆkT − ϕk)
)
. Since 1 − cosx < x22 , x > 0, using (40),
we see that, for any ǫ > 0,
P
{
1− cos
(
1
2
T (ϕˆkT − ϕ)
)
> ǫ
}
≤ P
{
T |ϕˆkT − ϕ| > 2
√
2ǫ
}
−→ 0, T −→∞. (41)
From (39) and (41), we get that zkT = 1 + oP (1), k = 1, . . . , N. Moreover, from (40), we obtain
sin
(
1
2T (ϕˆkT − ϕ)
)
= oP (1), and thus, ykT = oP (1), k = 1, . . . , N. Finally, from (26), we then have
AˆkT
P−→ Ak, BˆkT P−→ Bk, k = 1, . . . , N, T −→∞.
4 Linearization and asymptotic uniqueness
This section reviews and clarifies a number of results, on non-linear regression, in particular, from
Ivanov and Leonenko (2004, 2008, 2009). Consider the general non-linear regression model (1) with
the noise process satisfying condition A2. Let θˆT be the LSE of an unknown parameter θ, that is, a
random vector θˆT ∈ Θc having the property (11). The following assumption is considered.
B1. Suppose that g(t, τ) is twice differentiable with respect to τ ∈ Θc.
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Under B1, we then get
gi(t, τ ) =
∂
∂τ i
g(t, τ), gil(t, τ ) =
∂2
∂τ i∂τ l
g(t, τ), i, l = 1, . . . , q, (42)
dT (τ ) = diag (diT (τ ))
q
i=1 , τ ∈ Θc, d2iT (θ) =
∫ T
0
g2i (t, θ)dt i = 1, . . . , q.
Additionally, let us assume:
B2 The following positive limits exist limT→∞T
−1d2iT (θ) > 0, for i = 1, . . . , q.
Note that the limits in (42) can be, in particular, not finite. Let also
d2il,T (τ ) =
∫ T
0
g2il(t, τ)dt, τ ∈ Θc, i, l = 1, . . . , q. (43)
Consider now the normalized LSE
uˆT = dT (θ)(θˆT − θ), (44)
and the notation: g(t, θ + d−1T (θ)u) = h(t, u), gi(t, θ + d
−1
T (θ)u) = hi(t, u), i = 1, . . . , q, gil(t, θ +
d−1T (θ)u) = hil(t, u), for i, l = 1, . . . , q, as well as V (R) = {u ∈ Rq : ‖u‖ < R} for the ball of radius
R. Here, the following change of variables is performed: u = dT (θ)(τ − θ). The letter k will be used
for denoting positive constants. The following assumptions are formulated, for R ≥ 0, θ ∈ Θ, and
T > T0(R) sufficiently large:
B3 supt∈[0,T ] supu∈V c(R)
|hi(t,u)|
diT (θ)
≤ ki(R)T−1/2,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
sup
u∈V c(R)
|hil(t, u)|
dil,T (θ)
≤ kil(R)T−1/2, sup
t∈[0,T ]
sup
θ∈V c(R)
dil,T (θ)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
≤ k˜il(R)T−1/2, i, l = 1, . . . , q.
(45)
We will use the notation: H(t;u1, u2) = h(t, u1)− h(t, u2), Hi(t;u1, u2) = hi(t, u1)− hi(t, u2), for
i = 1, . . . , q. Introduce also the vectors ψT (u) =
(
ψiT (u)
)q
i=1
, with
ψiT (u) =
∫ T
0
ε(t)
hi(t, u)
diT (θ)
dt+
∫ T
0
H(t; 0, u)
hi(t, u)
diT (θ)
dt, (46)
and LT (u) =
(
LiT (u)
)q
i=1
, with
LiT (u) =
∫ T
0
(
ε(t)−
q∑
l=1
gl(t, θ)
dlT (θ)
ul
)
gi(t, θ)
diT (θ)
dt, i = 1, . . . , q. (47)
The vectors (46) and (47) are defined for u ∈ U cT (θ), where UT (θ) = dT (θ)(Θ − θ). Note that,
under our assumptions, for any R > 0, V c(R) ⊂ UT (θ), for T > T0(R).
The normalized LSE uˆT satisfies the system of normal equations:
ψT (u) = 0, (48)
while the vector LT (θ) corresponds to the auxiliary linear regression model:
Z(t) =
q∑
i=1
gi(t, θ)βi + ε(t), t ∈ [0, T ] . (49)
The system of normal equations for the linear regression model (49)
LT (θ) = 0, (50)
determines the normed LSE u˜T of the parameter β, if
u˜T = dT (θ)(β˜T − β), (51)
where β˜T is the ordinary LSE of the parameter β in the model (49).
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Theorem 2 Under the assumptions A1-A3 and B1-B3, for any R > 0, r > 0
P
{
sup
u∈V c(R)
‖ψT (u)− LT (u)‖ > r
}
−→ 0, T −→∞. (52)
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix 1.
In this section, we show that the LSE θˆT in certain sense is the asymptotically unique solution of
the system of normal equations (48) as T −→∞. Let us first consider JT (θ) = (Jil,T (θ))qi,l=1 , where
Jil,T (θ) = d
−1
iT (θ)d
−1
lT (θ)
∫ T
0
gi(t, θ)gl(t, θ)dt. (53)
Denote by λmin(A) and λmax(A) the respective minimal and maximal eigenvalues of a positive definite
matrix A. Let us formulate the next condition:
B4 For some λ∗ > 0 and T > T0,
λmin (JT (θ)) ≥ λ∗.
Consider now the normed LSE
wˆT = T
−1/2dT (θ)(θˆT − θ), (54)
where the change of variables w = T−1/2dT (θ)(τ − θ) is applied into the regression function and its
derivatives. The following notation is established: For i, l = 1, . . . q,
f(t, w) = g(t, θ+T 1/2d−1T (θ)w), fi(t, w) = gi(t, θ+T
1/2d−1T (θ)w), fil(t, w) = gil(t, θ+ T
1/2d−1T (θ)w).
Additionally, we denote, for i, l = 1, . . . q, F (t;w1, w2) = f(t, w1)− f(t, w2),
Fi(t;w1, w2) = fi(t, w1)−fi(t, w2), Fil(t;w1, w2) = fil(t, w1)−fil(t, w2), Φil,T (w, 0) =
∫ T
0
F 2il,T (t;w, 0)dt.
Finally, the following assumption is considered in the derivation of Theorem 3 below:
B5 For some τ0 > 0, and for i, l = 1, . . . q, supt∈[0,T ] supw∈V c(τ0)
|fi(t,w)|
diT (θ)
≤ k˜i(τ0)T−1/2,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
sup
w∈V c(τ0)
|fil(t, w)|
dil,T (θ)
≤ k˜il(τ0)T−1/2, sup
w∈V c(τ0)
Td−2iT (θ)d
−2
lT (θ)Φil,T (w, 0) ‖w‖−2 ≤ kˆil(τ0).
Consider the functional
(2T )−1
∫ T
0
[x(t) − f(t, w)]2 dt = 1
2
QT (θ + T
1/2d−1T (θ)w),
and the vector
MT (w) =
(
M iT (w)
)q
i=1
=
(
∂
∂wi
(
1
2
QT (θ + T
1/2d−1T (θ)w)
))q
i=1
=
(
T−1/2
∫ T
0
[x(t)− f(t, w)] −fi(t, w)
diT (θ)
dt
)q
i=1
.
Then, the normed LSE (54) satisfies the system of equations
MT (w) = 0. (55)
C For any r > 0,
P {‖wˆT ‖ > r} −→ 0, T −→∞.
Note that if the normed LSE wˆT is an unique solution of the system of equations (55), then, the
LSE uˆT is the unique solution of the system (48).
Theorem 3 Under conditions A1-A3, B1-B5 and C, the normed LSE (54) is an unique solution
of the system of equations (55) with probability tending to 1, as T −→∞.
We place the proof of this theorem into Appendix 2.
Remark 5 The verification of the conditions B3 - B5 fulfilment for regression function (3) is not
difficult and we omit it.
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5 Central limit theorem
This section is derivation of the convergence to the Gaussian distribution. This convergence result is
obtained, under conditions, for the integral functional
ζT = d
−1
T (θ)
T∫
0
∇g(t, θ)G(ξ(t))dt, (56)
as T −→∞, where g(t, θ) is the general regression function and ∇g(t, θ) = (gi(t, θ))qi=1 is its gradient.
We introduce a family of a matrix-valued measures µT (dλ) =
(
µjlT (dλ, θ)
)q
j,l=1
, T > 0, where µjlT (λ, θ)
are given by (4). Using the notation (4)-(5) and (42) note that
d2jT (θ) =
1
2π
∫
R
∣∣∣gjT (λ, θ)∣∣∣2 dλ, j = 1, . . . , q.
B6 The family of measures µT (dλ) converges weakly to the measure µ(dλ, θ) =
(
µjl(dλ, θ)
)q
j,l=1
, as
T −→∞.
Condition B6 means that the elements µjl(dλ, θ) of the matrix µ(dλ, θ) are complex signed mea-
sures of bounded variation and the matrix µ(A, θ) is positive semi-definite for any Borel set A. The
limiting measure µ(dλ, θ) is called the spectral measure of the regression function g(t, θ), see Grenan-
der and Rosenblatt (1984), Holevo (1976), Ibragimov and Rozanov (1980), Ivanov and Leonenko
(1989). Note that∫
R
µT (dλ, θ) =
(∫
R
µjlT (dλ, θ)
)q
j,l=1
=
d−1jT (θ)d−1lT (θ)
T∫
0
gj(t, θ)gl(t, θ)dt
q
j,l=1
= (Jjl,T (θ))
q
j,l=1 = JT (θ),
and JT (θ) −→ J(θ), as T −→∞, for matrix J(θ) > 0, such that λmin (J(θ)) ≥ λ˜∗ > 0. We then have
J(θ) =
(∫
R
µjl(dλ, θ)
)q
j,l=1
=
∫
R
µ(dλ, θ).
Note also that
ζT =
 T∫
0
G(ξ(t))viT (t, θ)dt
q
i=1
,
where
viT (t, θ) = gi(t, θ)d
−1
iT (t, θ).
The weak convergence of the random vector
ζT =
(
ζ1T , . . . , ζqT
)⇒ (ζ1, . . . , ζq) = ζ, (57)
is equivalent to convergence of the characteristic functions: for any z ∈ Rq,
E exp {iu 〈ζT , z〉} −→
T−→∞
E exp {iu 〈ζ, z〉} , u ∈ R1. (58)
Thus, the convergence in (57) will follow from (58).
Under the condition A3, consider expansion (8)
G(x) =
∞∑
k=1
Ck
k!
Hk(x).
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For z = (z1, . . . , zq) ∈ Rq, we denote
q∑
i=1
ziviT (t, θ) = RT (t, θ, z) = RT (t).
Then,
〈ζT , z〉 =
T∫
0
G(ξ(t))RT (t)dt =
∞∑
k=m
Ck
k!
T∫
0
Hm(ξ(t))RT (t)dt,
in the Hilbert space L2 (Ω,F, P ) , and
E 〈ζT , z〉2 =
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
T∫
0
T∫
0
Bk(t− s)RT (t)RT (s)dtds. (59)
The following condition is now assumed:
A4 Either 1) Hrank(G) = 1, α > 1; or 2) Hrank(G) = m ≥ 2, αm > 1; where α = minj=0,1,...,κ αj .
In the further reasoning we use the part 2) of condition A4.
For k ≥ m ≥ 2, let
f (∗k)(λ) =
∫
Rk−1
f(λ− λ2 − · · · − λk)
k∏
i=2
f(λi)dλ2 · · · dλk, (60)
the k-th convolution of the spectral density given under assumption A1. Under the condition A4,
Bk(t) ∈ L1(R), k ≥ m. Thus, all convolutions f (∗k)(λ), k ≥ m, are continuous and bounded functions
under A4, and
σ2T (k, z) =
T∫
0
T∫
0
Bk(t− s)RT (t)RT (s)dtds =
q∑
i,j=1
 T∫
0
T∫
0
Bk(t− s)viT (t, θ)vjT (s, θ)dtds
 zizj
= 2π
q∑
i,j=1
∫
R
f (∗k)(λ)µi,jT (dλ, θ)zizj −→ 2π
∫
R
f (∗k)(λ)mz(dλ, θ) = σ2k(z), (61)
where mz(dλ, θ) =
q∑
i,j=1
µi,j(dλ, θ)zizj is a measure. Thus, as T −→∞,
E 〈ζT , z〉2 −→ 2π
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
∫
R
f (∗k)(λ)mz(dλ, θ) =
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
σ2k(z) = σ
2(z), (62)
To prove asymptotic normality, the method of moments can be applied. That is, for any integer
p ≥ 2, it will be showed that
lim
T→∞
EηpT = Eη
p =
{
(p− 1)!!σp(z), p = 2ν, ν = 1, 2, . . . ,
0, p = 2ν + 1, ν = 1, 2, . . . ,
(63)
where
ηT =
∞∑
k=m
Ck
k!
∫ T
0
Hk(ξ(t))RT (t)dt,
and η ∼ N(0, σ2(z)). Let
ηT = ηT (M) + η
′
T (M), ηT (M) =
M∑
k=m
Ck
k!
∫ T
0
Hk(ξ(t))RT (t)dt.
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Lemma 3 Assume that the conditions A1-A3 and B1-B3 are satisfied and, for any M ≥ m,
ηT (M) =⇒
T→∞
η(M) ∼ N(0, σ2M (z)), (64)
where
σ2M (z) =
M∑
k=m
C2k
k!
σ2k(z), (65)
then,
ηT =⇒ η ∼ N(0, σ2(z)). (66)
Proof. Note that, uniformly in T,
E [η′T (M)]
2 −→ 0, M −→∞. (67)
Specifically, under B3, with u = 0, for k(0) = (k1(0), . . . , kq(0)),
|RT (t)| ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
q∑
i=1
ziviT (t, θ)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ T−1/2
q∑
i=1
|zi| ki(0) ≤ T−1/2 ‖z‖ · ‖k(0)‖ . (68)
Therefore,
E [η′T (M)]
2
=
= E
( ∞∑
k=M+1
Ck
k!
∫ T
0
Hk(ξ(t))RT dt
)2
=
∞∑
k=M+1
C2k
k!
∫ T
0
∫ T
0
Bk(t− s)RT (t)RT (s)dtds
≤ ‖z‖2 ‖k(0)‖2 1
T
∫ T
0
∫ T
0
|Bm(t− s)|dtds
∞∑
k=M+1
C2k
k!
≤ ‖z‖2 ‖k(0)‖2
∫ ∞
−∞
|Bm(t)|dt
∞∑
k=M+1
C2k
k!
= π(M) −→ 0, M −→∞,
since
∑∞
k=m
C2k
k! = EG
2(ξ(0)) <∞. Thus, for any ǫ > 0, uniformly in T,
P {|η′T (M)| > ǫ} ≤
π(M)
ǫ2
−→ 0, M −→∞.
We then obtain
P {ηT ≤ x} = P {ηT ≤ x, |η′T (M)| ≤ ǫ}+ P {ηT ≤ x, |η′T (M)| > ǫ}
≤ P {ηT (M) + η′T (M) ≤ x, |η′T (M)| ≤ ǫ}+
π(M)
ǫ2
≤ P {ηT (M) ≤ x+ ǫ}+
π(M)
ǫ2
.
Thus, we have the following
lim
T→∞
P {ηT ≤ x} ≤ ΦM (x + ǫ) +
π(M)
ǫ2
, (69)
where ΦM is the d.f. of η(M) ∼ N(0, σ2M (z)).
On the other hand,
P {ηT (M) ≤ x− ǫ} = P {ηT (M) + ǫ ≤ x, |η′T (M)| ≤ ǫ}+ P {ηT (M) + ǫ ≤ x, |η′T (M)| > ǫ}
≤ P {ηT ≤ x}+
π(M)
ǫ2
,
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or equivalently,
P {ηT ≤ x} ≥ P {ηT (M) ≤ x− ǫ} −
π(M)
ǫ2
,
which leads to
ΦM (x− ǫ)− π(M)
ǫ2
≤ limT−→∞P {ηT ≤ x} . (70)
Taking the limit in (69) and (70) in M, we obtain that, for any ǫ > 0,
Φ∞(x− ǫ) ≤ limT−→∞P {ηT ≤ x} ≤ lim
T−→∞
P {ηT ≤ x} ≤ Φ∞(x+ ǫ),
where Φ∞ is the d.f. of a normal random variable with zero mean and variance σ2(z). As ǫ −→ 0, we
then have the desired result.
We therefore need to prove that, for any integer p ≥ 2, and for fixed M ≥ m,
lim
T→∞
EηpT (M) = Eη
p(M) =
{
(p− 1)!!σpM (z), p = 2ν, ν = 1, 2, . . . ,
0, p = 2ν + 1, ν = 1, 2, . . . ,
(71)
where η(M) ∼ N(0, σ2M (z)). The following notation is considered:
Dp = {J : J = (l1, . . . , lp) , 1 ≤ li ≤M, i = 1, . . . , p} ,
K (J) =
p∏
i=1
Cji
(ji)!
,
∫ (p)
· · · =
p∏
i=1
∫ T
0
. . .
Note that by diagram formula (see Lemma 1)
EζpT (M) = E
(
M∑
k=m
Ck
k!
∫ T
0
Hk (ξ (t))RT (t)dt
)p
=
=
∑
Dp
K (J)
∫ (p) p∏
j=1
RT (tj)
∑
Γ∈L(J)
∏
̟∈R(Γ)
B
(
td1(̟) − td2(̟)
)
dt1 . . . dtp. (72)
Let L∗(J) be a set of regular diagrams. We split the sum∑
Γ∈L
... =
∑
Γ∈L∗
...+
∑
Γ∈L\L∗
...
and denote ∑
Γ∈L∗
... ≡
∗∑
p
(T ) ,
∑
Γ∈L\L∗
... ≡
∑
p
(T ) .
We will study their behavior separately.
Analysis of the regular diagrams:
If p = 2ν + 1 is odd, then L∗ = ∅, J ∈ Dp, and limT→∞
∑∗
p (T ) = 0. If p = 2ν, for an arbitrary
fix regular diagram Γ ∈ L∗(J), J ∈ Dp, which has 2mj levels of cardinality rj , with m ≤ r(j) ≤ M,
j = 1, . . . , l,
l∑
j=1
mj = ν, where 1 ≤ l ≤ ν is fixed, and all r(j), j = 1, . . . , l, are different, we obtain
that the contribution to
∑∗
p (T ) is equal to
l∏
j=1
(
Cr(j)
(r(j))!
)2mj
σ
2mj
T (r(j), z) −→T−→∞
l∏
j=1
(
Cr(j)
(r(j))!
)2mj
σ2mj (r(j), z). (73)
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Note that the number of regular diagrams with 2mj levels of cardinality r (j) , j = 1, . . . , l,
l∑
j=1
mj = ν is equal to
(2ν)!
(2m1)! · · · (2ml)!

l∏
j=1
(2mj − 1)(2mj − 3) · · · 3 · 1


l∏
j=1
(r (j)!)mj
 =
=
(2ν − 1)!! (ν)!
m1! . . .ml!
l∏
j=1
(r (j)!)mj . (74)
From (72)-(74), we obtain
∗∑
p
(T ) =
∑
J∈Dp
K (J)
∫ (p) p∏
j=1
RT (tj)
∑
Γ∈L∗(J)
∏
̟∈R(Γ)
B
(
td1(̟) − td2(̟)
)
dt1 . . . dtp
= (2ν − 1)!!
∑
1<l<ν
∑
m1+...+ml=ν
∑
m≤r(j)≤M,
1≤j≤l
ν!
m1!...ml!
l∏
j=1
[
C2r(j)
r (j)!
σ2T (r (j) , z)
]mj
=
= (p− 1)!!
 M∑
r(j)=m
C2r(j)
r (j)!
σ2T (r (j) , z)

p
2
−→
T−→∞
(p− 1)!!
 M∑
r(j)=m
C2r(j)
r (j)!
σ2 (r (j) , z)

p
2
=
= (p− 1)!!σpM (z). (75)
Analysis of the nonregular diagrams:
We now wish to prove that∑
p
(T ) =
∑
J∈Dp
K (J)
∑
Γ∈L\L∗
IΓ(J, T ) −→ 0, (76)
where
IΓ(J, T ) =
∫ (p) p∏
j=1
RT (tj)
∏
̟∈R(Γ)
B
(
td1(̟) − td2(̟)
)
dt1 . . . dtp.
Now, we assume that the diagram Γ′ ∈ L(l′1, . . . , l′p) satisfies l′1 ≤ · · · ≤ l′p. We then have
|IΓ(J, T )| ≤ ‖z‖p ‖k(0)‖p T−p/2
∫ (p) ∏
̟∈R(Γ)
d1(̟)=j
B
(
tj − td2(̟)
)
dt1 . . . dtp. (77)
Given a permutation π of the set (1, . . . , p) and the diagram Γ ∈ L(l1, . . . , lp), we define the diagram πΓ
in the following way: the π(j) level of πΓ has cardinality lj , j = 1, . . . , p, and ̟ = ((j1, k1), (j2, k2)) ∈
R(Γ) if and only if π(̟) = ((π(j1), k1), (π(j2), k2)) ∈ πR(Γ). Given a diagram Γ ∈ L(l1, . . . , lp),
we define the integer-valued function qΓ(j) on the set {1, . . . , p} in the following way: qΓ(j) is the
cardinality of the edges ̟ ∈ R(Γ) such that d1(̟) = j.
Observe that for Γ ∈ L(l1, . . . , lp), and J = (l1, . . . , lp)
IΓ (J, T ) = IπΓ (πJ, T ) , πJ = (lπ−1(1), . . . , lπ−1(p)). (78)
For all the diagrams Γ, there exists a permutation π such that Γ′ = πΓ has the following property:
Γ′ ∈ L(l′1, . . . , l′p) and
l′1 ≤ · · · ≤ l′p. (79)
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Then, for qΓ(j) ≥ 1,∫ T
0
∏
̟∈R(Γ)
d1(̟)=j
B
(
tj − td2(̟)
)
dtj ≤ 1
qΓ(j)
∑
̟∈R(Γ)
d1(̟)=j
∫ T
0
∣∣B(tj − td2(̟))∣∣qΓ(j) dtj ≤
≤ 2
∫ T
0
|B(tj)|qΓ(j) dtj . (80)
If qΓ(i) = 0, the integrals regarded to these variables, after (80), give a contribution in the form of
multiplier T in the estimate (77).
Definition 1 The level j of a nonregular diagram Γ ∈ L\L∗ is said to be a donor, if qΓ(j) ≥ 1, and
a strong donor, if qΓ(j) = lj .The level j of a nonregular diagram Γ ∈ L\L∗ is said to be a recipient,
if it is not donor, that is, qΓ(j) = 0.
Let ρsd be a number of strong donor levels, and ρr is a number of recipient levels. Note that
ρsd , ρr ≥ 1, since the level 1 is a strong donor one, while the level p is a recipient one.
Formulae (77) and (80) now imply
|IΓ(J, T )| ≤ 2p−ρr ‖z‖p ‖k(0)‖p T−p/2
p∏
j=1
∫ T
0
|B(t)|qΓ(j) dt. (81)
Since lj ≥ m ≥ 2, under B6, for a strong donor level j∫ T
0
|B(t)|lj dt ≤
∫ ∞
0
[B(t)]2dt <∞. (82)
Thus, for the recipient levels (qΓ(j) = 0), and the strong donor levels (qΓ(j) = lj), we obtain∫ T
0
|B(t)|qΓ(j) dt ≤ c0T 1−z(j), (83)
where z(j) = qΓ(j)lj , c0 = max
(
1,
∫∞
0 B(t)
2dt
)
. Let now 0 < qΓ(j) < lj , that is, a level j is a donor
one, but not strong donor. Since
∫∞
0
|B(t)|lj dt < ∞, for any ǫ > 0, there exists Tǫ, such that∫∞
Tǫ
|B(t)|lj dt < ǫ. Hence, it follows from the Ho¨lder inequality ( 1p = z(j) = qΓ(j)lj , 1q = 1− z(j)), that
for sufficiently large T∫ T
0
|B(t)|qΓ(j) dt =
∫ Tǫ
0
|B(t)|qΓ(j) dt+
∫ T
Tǫ
|B(t)|qΓ(j) dt ≤
≤ C(ǫ) +
(∫ T
Tǫ
[
|B(t)|qΓ(j)
] lj
qΓ(j) dt
)z(j)
T 1−z(j) ≤
≤ C(ǫ) + ǫz(j)T 1−z(j) = o(T 1−z(j)). (84)
Denoting by µ = p2 −
p∑
j=1
z(j), formulae (83) and (84) together with (81) lead to
|IΓ(J, T )| = O(T µ), T −→∞, (85)
if all the levels of Γ are strong donor and recipient, and
|IΓ(J, T )| = o(T µ), T −→∞, (86)
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if 0 < qΓ(j) < lj , for some j.
Let us show that µ ≤ 0. Choose an edge ̟ ∈ R(Γ), and define the numbers p1(̟) and p2(̟) as the
cardinalities of levels d1(̟) and d2(̟) respectively. Observe that p1(̟) ≤ p2(̟), for any ̟ ∈ R(Γ).
Taking into account the definition of the z(j), we obtain
2
p∑
j=1
z(j) = 2
p∑
j=1
qΓ(j)
lj
= 2
∑
̟∈R(Γ)
1
p1(̟)
≥
∑
̟∈R(Γ)
[
1
p1(̟)
+
1
p2(̟)
]
= p, (87)
because the term 1/li appears exactly li times among the summands 1/p1(̟) and 1/p2(̟). The
following inequality then holds ∑
1≤i≤p
z(i) ≥ p
2
, or µ ≤ 0, (88)
where there is a strict inequality if Γ contains an edge connecting levels of different cardinality.
Thus, if in Γ = Γ (l1, . . . , lp) ∈ L\L∗, l1 ≤ · · · ≤ lp, there is an edge between levels of different
cardinalities, and all the levels are strongly donor or recipient ones, then, from (85),
|IΓ(J, T )| −→ 0, T −→∞, (89)
while if there is level j such that 0 < qΓ(j) < lj , then (89) follows from (86) and (88).
We assume now that all edges of a non-regular diagram Γ = Γ (l1, . . . , lp) ∈ L\L∗, l1 ≤ · · · ≤ lp,
connect the levels of the same cardinality. To complete the proof one can use the following observations:
Let i be the first upper recipient level. If it got an edge from the one (strongly donor) level upper it,
then the integral on variable tj in the right hand size of (81) can be estimated by a constant, while
the integral on the variable corresponding to the above strongly donor level can be estimated by T.
Then, one can remove these levels from the consideration. Thus, we can consider the moment of order
(p− 2) (instead of order p). Since the diagram r is nonregular, one can continue the above procedure
until the case where the recipient level got edges from more than one donor level upper it.
Let i be the first upper recipient level that has edges from at least two donor’s levels j and k upper
it, j < k < i, and k is the nearest to i donor level. Level k does not give all edges to i.
Let us change k and i, and denote this permutation by π˜. Then, π˜ (k) = i, π˜(i) = k, π˜(i) < π˜(k),
and from the level π˜(i) to π˜(k) will enter less than li = lk = l edges. Moreover, qπ˜Γ(π˜(i)) = qπ˜Γ(k) < l,
since the only down edges from π˜(i) are those connecting π˜(i) with π˜(k).
Let nonregular diagram Γ = Γ(l1, . . . , lp), l1 ≤ · · · ≤ lp, does not contain any donor level j
such that qΓ(j) < lj . Then, the following dichotomy holds: either Γ connects the levels of different
cardinalities, or there exists a permutation of a strongly donor (say, k-th), and recipient levels, such
that 0 < qπ˜Γ(k) < l, where l is the joint cardinality of both levels. Thus, we have proven (76), i.e.,
the following statement holds:
Theorem 4 Under conditions A1-A4, B1-B3 and B6, the random vector (56) converges in distri-
bution, as T −→∞, to the Gaussian vector N(0,Σ), where
Σ = 2π
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
∫
R
f (∗k)(λ)µ(dλ, θ), (90)
with µ(dλ, θ) being the spectral measure of the regression function, and f (∗k)(λ) being the kth self-
convolution of s.d. under assumption A1.
Now we are able to prove the asymptotic normality of the LSE .
Theorem 5 Assume that conditions A1-A4,B1-B6 and C hold. Then, the random vector uˆT =
dT (θ)(θˆT − θ) converges, in distribution, to the Gaussian vector N(0,Σ0), as T −→∞, where
Σ0 = 2π
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
(∫
R
µ(dλ, θ)
)−1(∫
R
f (∗k)(λ)µ(dλ, θ)
)(∫
R
µ(dλ, θ)
)−1
. (91)
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Proof. In the notation of Sections 4 and 5, we obtain
LiT (u) =
∫ T
0
(
G(ξ(t))−
q∑
l=1
vlT (t, θ)ul
)
viT (t, θ)dt = 0, i = 1, . . . , q, (92)
or equivalently, ∫ T
0
G(ξ(t))viT (t, θ)dt =
∫ T
0
q∑
l=1
vlT (t, θ)ulviT (t, θ)dt,
q∑
l=1
∫ T
0
vlT (t, θ)viT (t, θ)dtul =
q∑
l=1
Jil,T (θ)ul =
∫ T
0
G(ξ(t))viT (t, θ)dt.
Thus, we have a system of equations regarded to u : JT (θ)u = d
−1
T (θ)
T∫
0
G(ξ(t))∇g(t, θ)dt, or
u˜T = (u˜1, . . . , u˜q)
′ = ΛT (θ)
T∫
0
G(ξ(t))d−1T (θ)∇g(t, θ)dt = ΛT (θ)ζT , where ΛT (θ) = J−1T (θ), dT (θ) =
diag(diT (θ))
q
i=1, ∇g(t, θ) = (g1(t, θ), . . . , gq(t, θ))′ .
From Theorem 4, the vector
u˜T = ΛT (θ)
(∫ T
0
ε(t)viT (t, θ)dt
)q
i=1
is asymptotically normal. To compute the limiting covariance matrix, we note that the covariance
matrix of the vector u˜T has the form Σ0T = ΛT (θ)σ
2
T (θ)ΛT (θ), where σ
2
T (θ) is covariance matrix of
the vector ζT . As T −→∞,
Σ0T = 2π
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
(∫
R
µT (dλ, θ)
)−1(∫
R
f (∗k)(λ)µT (dλ, θ)
)(∫
R
µT (dλ, θ)
)−1
(93)
−→ 2π
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
(∫
R
µ(dλ, θ)
)−1(∫
R
f (∗k)(λ)µ(dλ, θ)
)(∫
R
µ(dλ, θ)
)−1
= Σ0.
We need to prove that the d.f. FT (y, θ) of the vector uˆT = dT (θ)(θˆT −θ) converges to the Gaussian
d.f. Φ0,Σ0(y) as T −→∞.
Then, we will show that, for any r > 0,
∆T (r) = P {‖uˆT − u˜T ‖ > r} −→ 0, T −→∞. (94)
Denote the event AT = {u˜T ∈ V c(R − r)} , where R is such that, for T > T0, P (AT ) < ǫ2 ,
for a fixed ǫ > 0. This follows from the asymptotic normality of u˜T . Introduce one more event
BT =
{
supu∈V c(R) ‖ΛT (θ) (ψT (u)− LT (u))‖
}
≤ r. From Theorem 3, we obtain that, for T > T0,
P (BT ) = P
{
sup
u∈V c(R)
‖ΛT (θ) (ψT (u)− LT (u))‖ > r
}
≤ P
{
λmax(ΛT (θ)) sup
u∈V c(R)
‖ψT (u)− LT (u)‖ > r
}
= P
{
1
λmin(JT (θ))
sup
u∈V c(R)
‖ψT (u)− LT (u)‖ > r
}
≤ P
{
1
λ∗
sup
u∈V c(R)
‖ψT (u)− LT (u)‖ > r
}
= P
{
sup
u∈V c(R)
‖ψT (u)− LT (u)‖ > λ∗r
}
≤ ǫ
3
.
Introduce also the event CT = {LSE uˆT is unique solution of the system (48)} . From Theorem
3, consider T > T0 such that P
{
CT
} ≤ ǫ3 . Thus, for T > T0,
P (AT ∩BT ∩CT ) ≥ 1− ǫ. (95)
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Then,
ΛT (θ)LT (u) = ΛT (θ)
(∫ T
0
ε(t)viT (t, θ)dt
)q
i=1
− ΛT (θ)
(
q∑
l=1
ul
∫ T
0
vlT (t, θ)viT (t, θ)dt
)q
i=1
= u˜T − ΛT (θ)
(
q∑
l=1
ulJil,T (θ)
)q
i=1
= u˜T − u.
For u ∈ V c(R), under event AT ∩BT ∩ CT , we have
‖u+ ΛT (θ)ψT (u)‖ = ‖u+ ΛT (θ)(ψT (u)− LT (θ)) + ΛT (θ)LT (u)‖
= ‖u+ u˜T − u+ ΛT (θ)(ψT (u)− LT (θ))‖ ≤ ‖u˜T ‖+ ‖ΛT (θ)(ψT (u)− LT (θ)‖
≤ R− r + r = R,
that is,
FT (u) = u+ ΛT (θ)(ψT (u)) : V
c(R)→ V c(R)
is a continuous map.
To prove (94) we will apply Fix Point Brouwer Theorem (Milnor (1965), p. 14). Specifically, if
F : V c(R)→ V c(R) is a continuous map, then, there exists x0 ∈ V c(R) such that F (x0) = x0. From
Brouwer Theorem, there exists u0T ∈ V C(R) such that FT (u0T ) = u0T , and hence, ψT (u0T ) = 0, since
ΛT (θ) is non degenerated.
Under CT , the normed LSE uˆT is the unique solution to the equation
ψT (u) = 0, u ∈ V c(R).
Thus, AT ∩BT ∩CT ⊂ {uˆT ∈ V c(R)} and P {uˆT ∈ V c(R)} ≥ 1− ǫ. From (95), we get
1− ǫ ≤ P {{uˆT ∈ V c(R)} ∩BT } = P
{
{uˆT ∈ V c(R)} ∩
{
sup
u∈V c(R)
‖ΛT (θ)(ψT (u)− LT (u))‖ ≤ r
}}
≤ P {‖ΛT (θ)(ψT (uˆ)− LT (uˆ))‖ ≤ r} = P {‖ΛT (θ)LT (û)‖ ≤ r} = P {‖u˜T − uˆT ‖ ≤ r} .
(96)
Therefore, (94) follows from (96).
Let us consider the notation
Π(−∞; y ±~ǫ) = (−∞; y1 ± ǫ)× · · · × (−∞; yq ± ǫ), ǫ ≥ 0.
For the d.f. FT (y, θ) = P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y)} , we obtain from (94),
FT (y, θ) ≥ P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y −~ǫ)} −∆T (ǫ), FT (y, θ) ≤ P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y −~ǫ)}+∆T (ǫ), (97)
for any y ∈ Rq, and ǫ > 0. We know that∣∣P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y ±~ε)} − Φ0,γ(θ)(y ±~ε)∣∣ −→ 0, T −→∞. (98)
Let φ(y, θ) be the probability density function of a Gaussian random variable with d.f. Φ0,γ(θ)(y).
Since λmin(γ(θ)) = λ > 0, λmax(γ(θ)) = λ¯ <∞, then
φ(y, θ) ≤ (2πλ)−q/2 exp
{
−‖y‖2
2λ¯
}
= ν(‖y‖).
For A ∈ Bq, with Bq being the σ-algebra of Borel sets of Rq, and for ǫ > 0, let
Aǫ =
{
x ∈ Rq : inf
y∈A
‖x− y‖ < ǫ
}
, A−ǫ = Rq\(Rq\A)ǫ.
If A = Π(−∞; y), then, A−ǫ = Π(−∞; y −~ǫ), Π(−∞; y +~ǫ)−ǫ = Rq\Π(−∞; y) = Ac. We will apply
Theorem §3 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976).
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Lemma 4 Let ν be a non-negative differential function on [0,∞), such that
(1) b =
∫∞
0 |ν′(λ)|λq−1dλ <∞;
(2) limλ→∞ ν(λ) = 0.
Then for any convex C ∈ Bq and given ǫ, δ > 0, we have∫
Cǫ\C−δ
ν (‖λ‖) dλ ≤ b
(
2πq/2
Γ( q2 )
)
(ǫ + δ).
From Lemma 4, for any ψ 6= 0, we have∣∣∣Φ0,γ(θ)(y)− Φ0,γ(θ)(y + ~ψ)∣∣∣ = ∫
Π
φ(y, θ)dy ≤ b
(
2πq/2
Γ( q2 )
)
|ψ| ,
where Π =
{
Π(−∞, y + ~ψ)\Ac, ψ > 0,
A\Aψ, ψ < 0.
For any y ∈ Rq, and ǫ > 0,
FT (y, θ)− Φ0,γ(θ)(y) ≤ ∆T (ǫ) + P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y +~ǫ)} − Φ0,γ(θ)(y)
≤ ∆T (ǫ) +
∣∣P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y +~ǫ)} − Φ0,γ(θ)(y)∣∣
≤ ∆T (ǫ) +
∣∣P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y +~ǫ)} − Φ0,γ(θ)(y +~ǫ)∣∣+ ∣∣Φ0,γ(θ)(y +~ǫ)− Φ0,γ(θ)(y)∣∣ ;
Φ0,γ(θ)(y)− FT (y, θ) ≤ ∆T (ǫ)− P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y −~ǫ)}+Φ0,γ(θ)(y)
≤ ∆T (ǫ) +
∣∣Φ0,γ(θ)(y)− P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y −~ǫ)}∣∣
≤ ∆T (ǫ) +
∣∣Φ0,γ(θ)(y −~ǫ)− P {u˜T ∈ Π(−∞; y −~ǫ)}∣∣+ ∣∣Φ0,γ(θ)(y)− Φ0,γ(θ)(y −~ǫ)∣∣ .
Therefore, we have ∣∣FT (y, θ)− Φ0,γ(θ)(y)∣∣ −→ 0, T −→∞.
Thus, Theorem 5 is proven.
6 Asymptotic normality of the LSE of the parameters of trigono-
metric regression
The asymptotic Gaussian distribution of the LSE in the Walker sense of the regression function (3) is
established in the following result.
Theorem 6 Under conditions A1-A4, the LSE in the Walker sense of the function (3) of unknown
parameter is asymptotically normal, that is, the vector(
T 1/2(AˆkT −A), T 1/2(BˆkT −B), T 3/2(ϕˆkT − ϕ), k = 1, . . . , N
)
converges weakly to the multidimensional normal vector N3N (0,Γ), where the matrix Γ > 0 is of the
form Γ = diag (Γk)
N
k=1 , with
Γk =
4π
A2k +B
2
k
∞∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕk)
 A2k +B2k −3AkBk −6Bk−3AkBk A2k +B2k 6Ak
−6Bk 6Ak 12
 . (99)
Here, f (∗j)(λ), λ ∈ R, is the j-th convolution of the spectral density given under assumption A1.
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The spectral measures of the trigonometric regression were investigated, for example, by Whittle
(1952), Walker (1973) and Ivanov (1980) (see also the monograph by Quinn and Hannan, 2001).
Theorem 6 follows from the results of Section 5 by direct computations. Indeed, for the nonlinear
function (3), the spectral measure µ(dλ, θ) = diag
(
Γ˜k
)N
k=1
, where
Γ˜k =
 δk iρk β¯kiρk δk γ¯k
βk γk δk
 , βk = √3(Bkδk + iAkρk)
2
√
A2k +B
2
k
, γk =
√
3(−Akδk − iBkρk)
2
√
A2k +B
2
k
,
with the measure δk = δk(dλ), and the signed measure ρk = ρk(dλ) being located at the points ±ϕk,
k = 1, . . . , N. Here, δk ({±ϕk}) = 12 ; ρk ({±ϕk}) = ± 12 , k = 1, . . . , N. Thus, Σ0 = diag (Σ0k)Nk=1 ,
where
Σ0k(θ) = 2π
∞∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕk)

1 0 Bk√
3
4 (A
2
k
+B2
k
)
0 1 −Ak√
3
4 (A
2
k
+B2
k
)
Bk√
3
4 (A
2
k
+B2
k
)
−Ak√
3
4 (A
2
k
+B2
k
)
1

−1
,
and direct computations complete the proof.
7 Remarks on some future development
To make Theorem 4 operational, some estimation results to approximate the limiting variance in (90)
should be needed. In general this problem deserves a separate publication, but in short one can use
the following arguments.
Consider the block-diagonal covariance matrix Γ in equation (99). Let us take for its blocks Γk their
statistical estimators Γ̂k substituting into Γk the LSE (AkT , BkT , ϕkT ) instead of unknown parameters
(Ak, Bk, ϕk).
Theorem 7 Under conditions A1-A4, Γ̂k
P−→ Γk, T −→∞, k = 1, . . . , N.
Proof. Using the notation Bm =
∫∞
−∞ |B(t)|mdt <∞, for j ≥ m, obviously,
|f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT )| =
1
2π
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞Bj(t) cos (ϕ̂kT t) dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12πBm; (100)
∣∣∣f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT )− f (∗j)(ϕkT )∣∣∣ = 12π
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞Bj(t)[cos (ϕ̂kT t)− cos (ϕkT t)]dt
∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
2π
∫ T
−T
|B(t)|j | cos (ϕ̂kT t)− cos (ϕkT t) |dt+
2
T
∫ ∞
T
|B(t)|jdt
≤ Bm
2π
T |ϕ̂kT − ϕk|+
2
T
∫ ∞
T
|B(t)|mdt. (101)
Inequality (101) shows that for j ≥ m, k = 1, . . . , N,
f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT )
P−→ f (∗j)(ϕkT ), T −→∞. (102)
For convergent series
∑∞
j=1
C2j
j! , and any fixed ε > 0, let n0 = n0(ε) be such a number that
∞∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT ) =
n0∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT ) +
∞∑
j=n0+1
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT ) = Σ1 +Σ2, (103)
and according to (100) Σ2 ≤ 12πBmε.
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On the other hand, due to (102), as T →∞,
Σ1 =
n0∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT ) −→
n0∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕk).
Therefore, as T −→∞,
4π
∞∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕ̂kT )
P−→ 4π
∞∑
j=m
C2j
j!
f (∗j)(ϕkT ).
The theorem is then proved due to consistency of AkT , BkT , k = 1, . . . , N.
The study of further properties of the proposed covariance matrix Γ estimator is a more difficult
problem and we address it to subsequent publications
Remark 6 In this paper, we consider the continuous time stochastic processes and observations which
is more suitable framework for this classical statistical problem. However, similar results can be ob-
tained for a discrete observations xt, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} in the model (1). We only need to replace∫ T
0
... by
∑T−1
t=0 ... in some steps, and instead of s.d. f(λ), λ ∈ R, of the stochastic process with
continuous time, we have to use spectral density of discretized process fd(λ) =
∑∞
k=−∞ f(λ + 2kπ),
λ ∈ Λ = (−π, π), and its convolutions. Also in the integrals in the spectral domain we have to replace
R
k into Λk.
On the other hand, we can use different numerical procedures to solve a problem related to dis-
crete/continuous observations (for example, smoothing, etc.).
8 Final Comments
This paper addresses the problem of consistency, uniqueness and Gaussian limit distribution of the
LSE parameter estimate, in the Walker sense, for the non-linear regression model (1), where the
regression function has atomic spectral measure. This kind of regression actually constitutes an active
research area, due to the existence of several open problems and applications. Note that, although
here we have considered the parameter range α = minl=0,...,κ αl > 1/m, our conjecture is that the
Gaussian limit results hold for
αl ∈ (0, 1), l = 0, . . . , κ.
The proof of this conjecture will introduce a general scenario where most of the limit results for random
fields with singular spectra (see, for instance, Taqqu (1975, 1979); Dobrushin and Major (1979);
Nualart and Peccati (2005); and the references therein) can be obtained as particular cases. New
limit results will be required, in the case where the two spectra, the limit regression spectral measure
and the spectrum of the Gaussian random field generating the error term, can be overlapped. In this
case, different normalizing factors should be considered, leading to different limiting distributions,
depending on the common set of spectral singularities co-existing in the regression and error spectra.
This case related to the resonance phenomenon will be investigated in subsequent papers, where
scaling factors will play a crucial role in the attainment of new limit distributions, and in definition
of robust estimates.
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Appendices
In the proofs of the Theorems 2 and 3, we use some ideas from Ivanov (1980, 1997, 2010 ), and Ivanov
and Leonenko (1989, 2004, 2008, 2009).
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Appendix 1
Before the proof of Theorem 2, we formulate the following result on the s.v.f.’s.
Lemma 5 Let η ≥ 0 be a given real number, and let function f(t, s) being defined on (0,∞)× (0,∞)
such that the integral
β∫
0
β∫
0
f(t, s)
dt ds
|t− s|η
converges for some β from (0,∞). Let L be a s.v.f. Then for η > 0
β∫
0
β∫
0
f(t, s)L(T |t− s|) dt ds|t− s|η ∼T−→∞ L(T )
β∫
0
β∫
0
f(t, s)
dt ds
|t− s|η ,
where a(T ) ∼ b(T ) means that limT→∞{a(T )/b(T )} = 1.
If η = 0, this relation is valid when the function L is nondecreasing on semi-axis (0,∞).
The proof of Lemma 1 is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7 in the book of Seneta (1976).
Proof of Theorem 2. For any i = 1, . . . , q, one can write the following identities:
ψiT (u)− LiT (u) =
=
T∫
0
ε(t)
hi(t, u)
diT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
H(t; 0, u)
hi(t, u)
diT (θ)
dt−
T∫
0
ε(t)
gi(t, θ)
diT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
gi(t, θ)
diT (θ)
q∑
l=1
gl(t, θ)
dlT (θ)
uldt
=
T∫
0
ε(t)
Hi(t;u, 0)
diT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
H(t; 0, u)
Hi(t;u, 0)
diT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
gi(t, θ)
diT (θ)
[
H(t; 0, u) +
q∑
l=1
gl(t, θ)
dlT (θ)
ul
]
dt
= I1(u) + I2(u) + I3(u). (104)
For fixed u ∈ V c(R), we get
EI21 (u) =
T∫
0
T∫
0
cov(ε(t), ε(s))
Hi(t;u, 0)
diT (θ)
Hi(s;u, 0)
diT (θ)
dtds ≤
≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
H2i (t, u, 0)d2iT (θ)
T∫
0
T∫
0
|Eε(t)ε(s)| dtds
 . (105)
Under condition B3, and using the finite difference formula, we obtain the following estimates:
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Hi(t;u, 0)|
diT (θ)
≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
{
q∑
l=1
sup
u∈V c(R)
|hil(t;u)|
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
|ul|
}
= sup
t∈[0,T ]
{
q∑
l=1
sup
u∈V c(R)
|hil(t;u)|
dil,T (θ)
· dil,T (θ)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
|ul|
}
≤ R
(
q∑
l=1
kil(R)k˜il
)
T−1.
Then,
EI21 (u) ≤
(
q∑
l=1
ku(R)k˜il
)2
R2T−2
T∫
0
T∫
0
|Eε(t)ε(s)| dtds.
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We will show that
1
T 2
T∫
0
T∫
0
|Eε(t)ε(s)| dtds −→ 0, T −→∞. (106)
From conditions A1-A3,
|Eε(t)ε(s)| =
∞∑
k=m
C2k
k!
Bk(t− s) ≤ EG2(ξ(0)) |B(t− s)|m . (107)
Thus, to prove (106) we need to show that
1
T 2
T∫
0
T∫
0
|B(t− s)|m dtds −→ 0, T −→∞. (108)
This is straightforward, for α ≥ 1, α = min(α0, . . . , ακ). To prove (108) for α < 1, one can use the
inequality:
|B(t)| ≤ (1 + t2)−α/2 = B0(t).
Thus, by the substitutions: t = t∗T, s = s∗T, we have that the left hand side of (108) is bounded
by
1
T 2
T∫
0
T∫
0
B0(t− s)dtds =
1∫
0
1∫
0
B0(T (t
∗ − s∗))dt∗ds∗ (109)
=
1∫
0
1∫
0
L(T |t∗ − s∗|)
Tα |t∗ − s∗|α dt
∗ds∗ =
L(T )
Tα
1∫
0
1∫
0
L(T |t∗ − s∗|)
L(T )
1
|t∗ − s∗|α dt
∗ds∗
∼ B0(T )
1∫
0
1∫
0
dt∗ds∗
|t∗ − s∗|α =
2
(1− α)(2− α)B0(T ),
where we have applied Lemma 5 with f(t, s) = |t∗ − s∗|−α . For η > 0 one can take any number
such that α + η < 1. From (108), we therefore obtain that I1(u) −→ 0, as T −→ ∞, in probability,
pointwise, for u ∈ V c(R).
On the other hand,
P
{
sup
‖u1−u2‖≤h
|I1(u1)− I1(u2)| > r
}
≤ r−1E sup
‖u1−u2‖≤h
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
ε(t)
Hi(t;u1, u2)
diT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (110)
≤ r−1 sup
‖u1−u2‖≤h
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Hi(t;u1, u2)|
diT (θ)
E |ε(0)|T.
Under B3, we have
sup
‖u1−u2‖≤h
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Hi(t;u1, u2)|
diT (θ)
≤ h sup
t∈[0,T ]
{
q∑
l=1
sup
u∈V C(R)
|hil(t;u)|
dil,T (θ)
· dil,T (θ)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
}
≤ h
(
q∑
l=1
kil(R)k˜il
)
T−1.
(111)
From (111), we obtain
P
{
sup
‖u1−u2‖≤h
|I1(u1)− I1(u2)| > r
}
≤ k1r−1h, (112)
where
k1 =
(
q∑
l=1
kil(R)k˜il
)
E |ε(0)| .
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Let Nh be a finite h−net of the ball V c(R). Then
sup
u∈V c(R)
|I1(u)| ≤ sup
‖u1−u2‖≤h
|I1(u1)− I1(u2)|+ max
u∈Nh
|I1(u)| . (113)
From (110) and (111), and for any r > 0,
P
{
sup
u∈V c(R)
|I1(u)| > r
}
≤ 2k1r−1h+ P
{
max
u∈Nh
|I1(u)| > r
2
}
. (114)
For ǫ > 0, we have h = ǫr4k1 . Since I1(u)
P−→ 0 pointwise, for T > T0,
P
{
max
u∈N ǫr
4k1
|I1(u)| > r
2
}
≤ ǫ
2
,
and
P
{
sup
u∈V c(R)
|I1(u)| > r
}
≤ ǫ.
Thus, I1(u) −→ 0, as T −→∞, in probability, uniformly for u ∈ V c(R).
From B3 and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, applying the Lagrange formula
sup
u∈V c(R)
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|H(t; 0, u)| = sup
u∈V c(R)
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣∣
q∑
i=1
hi(t;u
∗
t )
diT (θ)
ui
∣∣∣∣∣ (115)
≤ sup
u∈V c(R)
‖u‖
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
q∑
i=1
(
hi(t;u
∗
t )
diT (θ)
)2]1/2
≤ ‖k(R)‖RT−1/2,
where k(R) = (k1(R), . . . , kq(R)).
From (104) and (115), we have
sup
u∈V c(R)
|I2(u)| = sup
u∈V c(R)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
H(t; 0, u)
Hi(t;u, 0)
diT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ T sup
u∈V c(R)
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣H(t; 0, u)Hi(t;u, 0)diT (θ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖k(R)‖R2T−1/2
(
q∑
l=1
kil(R)k˜il
)
.
Thus, I2(u) −→ 0, as T −→∞, uniformly for u ∈ V c(R).
Now, I3(u) can be written as
I3(u) =
T∫
0
gi(t, θ)
diT (θ)
[
H(t; 0, u) +
q∑
l=1
gl(t, θ)
dlT (θ)
ul
]
dt = −1
2
T∫
0
gi(t, θ)
diT (θ)
q∑
l,j=1
hlj(t;u
∗
T )
dlT (θ)djT (θ)
ulujdt
= −1
2
q∑
l,j=1
 T∫
0
hlj(t;u
∗
T )
dlT (θ)djT (θ)
gi(t, θ)
diT (θ)
dt
 uluj, u∗T ∈ V c(R).
From B3, applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
sup
u∈V c(R)
|I3(u)| ≤ T
2
ki(R)
 q∑
l,j=1
kjl(R)k˜jl |uj| |ul|
T−3/2 ≤ qki(R)
2
max
1,≤j,l≤q
{
kjl(R)k˜jl
}
‖u‖2 T−1/2.
Thus, I3(u) −→ 0, as T −→∞, uniformly for u ∈ V c(R). Theorem 2 then follows.
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Appendix 2
The proof of the Theorem 3 is derived in this appendix.
We consider a Hessian HT (w) =
(HilT (w))qi,l=1 ,
HilT (w) =
∂2
∂wi∂wl
(
1
2T
QT (θ + T
1/2d−1T (θ)w)
)
(116)
= T−1
T∫
0
(
[x(t) − f(t, w)] −fil(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
T +
fi(t, w)fl(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
T
)
dt
=
T∫
0
[f(t, 0) + ε(t)− f(t, w)] −fil(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
fi(t, w)fl(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
=
T∫
0
F (t;w, 0)
fil(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt−
T∫
0
ε(t)
fil(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
+
T∫
0
(fi(t, w) − fi(t, 0) + fi(t, 0))(fl(t, w) − fl(t, 0) + fl(t, 0))
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
= Iil1 (w) + I
il
2 (w) +
T∫
0
(fi(t, w) − fi(t, 0))(fl(t, w)− fl(t, 0))
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
+
T∫
0
(fi(t, w) − fi(t, 0))fl(t, 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
fi(t, 0))(fl(t, w)− fl(t, 0))
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
fi(t, 0))fl(t, 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
= Iil1 (w) + I
il
2 (w) + I
il
3 (w) + I
il
4 (w) + I
il
5 (w) + Jil,T (θ), i, l = 1, . . . , q.
From the inequality∣∣λmin(HT (w)) − λmin(JT (θ0))∣∣ ≤ q max
1≤i,l≤q
∣∣HilT (w) − J ilT (θ)∣∣ (117)
(see, Wilkinson (1965), p.103), we have
max
1≤i,l≤q
∣∣HilT (w) − J ilT (θ)∣∣ ≤ 5∑
m=1
max
1≤i,l≤q
∣∣Iilm(w)∣∣ . (118)
Applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and the Lagrange formula, for ‖w‖ ≤ r0 :
|I1(w)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
F (t;w, 0)
fil(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ T supt∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣F (t;w, 0) fil(t, w)diT (θ)dlT (θ)
∣∣∣∣ (119)
≤ T kˆil k˜ilT−1 sup
t∈[0,T ]
|F (t;w, 0)| ≤ kˆil k˜il sup
t∈[0,T ]
|f(t, w)− f(t, 0)|
= kˆil k˜il sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣∣T 1/2
q∑
l=1
fl(t, w
∗
T )
dlT (θ)
wl
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ kˆil k˜ilT 1/2 sup
t∈[0,T ]
(
q∑
l=1
(
fl(t, w
∗
T )
dlT (θ)
)2)1/2
‖w‖ ≤
∥∥∥kˆ∥∥∥ kˆil k˜il ‖w‖ , kˆ = (kˆ1, . . . , kˆq).
We now consider
|I2(w)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
ε(t)
fil(t, w)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
ε(t)
Fil(t;w, 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt+
T∫
0
ε(t)
fil(t, 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |I6(w)|+|I7(w)| .
(120)
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From B5, we have
|I6(w)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
ε(t)
Fil(t;w, 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
 1
T
T∫
0
ε2(t)
1/2(T Φil,T (w, 0)
d2iT (θ)d
2
lT (θ)
)1/2
≤
 1
T
T∫
0
ε2(t)
1/2 (kˆil)1/2 ‖w‖ .
(121)
Then,
(
1
T
T∫
0
ε2(t)
)1/2
=
(
1
T
T∫
0
(
ε2(t)− Eε2(0))dt+ Eε2(0))1/2 = (ξT + Eε2(0))1/2 ,
Eξ2T = T
−2
T∫
0
T∫
0
(
Eε2(t)ε2(s)− (Eε2(0))2) dtds.
We will prove that
T−2
T∫
0
T∫
0
Eε2(t)ε2(s)dtds −→ (Eε2(0))2, T −→∞. (122)
UnderA2, the functionG2(x) ∈ L2(R1, φ(x)dx) , G2(x) =
∑∞
k=0
dk
k!Hk(x), dk =
∞∫
−∞
G2(x)Hk(x)φ(x)dx, k ≥
0. Thus,
Eε2(t)ε2(s)− (Eε2(0))2 =
∞∑
k=0
d2k
k!
Bk(t− s)− (Eε2(0))2 =
∞∑
k=1
d2k
k!
Bk(t− s) ≤ |B(t− s)|
∞∑
k=1
d2k
k!
. (123)
Since ∞∑
k=1
d2k
k!
= EG4(ξ(0))− [EG2(ξ(0))]2 = DEG2(ξ(0)) <∞, (124)
we have from (123)-(124) as T −→∞,
T−2
T∫
0
T∫
0
(
Eε2(t)ε2(s)− (Eε2(0))2) dtds ≤ DEG2(ξ(0))T−2 T∫
0
T∫
0
|B(t− s)| dtds −→ 0,
as it was already proven in Appendix 1.
We will write
ξT = o
(1)
p (1), o
(1)
p (1) −→P 0, as T −→∞. (125)
From B3 and B5,
E |I7(w)|2 = E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
ε(t)
fil(t; 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
T∫
0
T∫
0
|Eε(t)ε(s)|
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
fil(t; 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
)2
≤
(
kˆil k˜il
)2
DEG(ξ(0))T−2
T∫
0
T∫
0
|B(t− s)|m dtds,
and
|I7(w)| = o(2)p (1), o(2)p (1) −→P 0, as T −→∞. (126)
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We can continue as follow
|I3(w)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
(fi(t, w)− fi(t, 0))(fl(t, w) − fl(t, 0))
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (127)
≤ T
q∑
j=1
q∑
s=1
T∫
0
|fij(t, w∗T )|
diT (θ)djT (θ)
|fls(t, w∗T )|
dsT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt |wj | |ws|
≤ T
q∑
j=1
q∑
s=1
T∫
0
|fij(t, w∗T )|
dij,T (θ)
dij,T (θ)
diT (θ)djT (θ)
|fls(t, w∗T )|
dls,T (θ)
dls,T (θ)
dsT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt |wj | |ws|
≤
(
q∑
s=1
(
kˆls k˜ls
)2)1/2
.
 q∑
j=1
(
kˆij k˜ij
)21/2 ‖w‖2 .
From B3 and B5, we obtain
|I4(w)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T∫
0
(fi(t, w)− fi(t, 0))fl(t, 0)
diT (θ)dlT (θ)
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (128)
≤ T 1/2
q∑
j=1
|wj |
T∫
0
|fij(t, w∗T )|
dij,T (θ)
dij,T (θ)
diT (θ)djT (θ)
|fl(t, 0)|
dlT (θ)
dt
≤ T 3/2
q∑
j=1
|wj | sup
t∈[0,T ]
{ |fij(t, w∗T )|
dij,T (θ)
dij,T (θ)
diT (θ)djT (θ)
|fl(t, 0)|
dlT (θ)
}
≤ kˆl
 q∑
j=1
(
kˆij k˜ij
)21/2 ‖w‖ .
Similarly for I5(w), we have
|I5(w)| ≤ kˆi
 q∑
j=1
(
kˆlj k˜lj
)21/2 ‖w‖ . (129)
From (119)-(129), we get∣∣λmin(HT (w)) − λmin(JT (θ0))∣∣ ≤ q max
1≤i,l≤q
{∥∥∥kˆ∥∥∥ kˆil k˜il ‖w‖ + [(o(1)p (1) + 1)1/2 (kˆij)1/2 ‖w‖ + o(2)p (1)]
+
(
q∑
s=1
(
kˆls k˜ls
)2)1/2 q∑
j=1
(
kˆij k˜ij
)21/2 ‖w‖2 + kˆl
 q∑
j=1
(
kˆij k˜ij
)21/2 ‖w‖ + kˆi
 q∑
j=1
(
kˆlj k˜lj
)21/2 ‖w‖
 .
(130)
We substitute the estimate (130) into the normed LSE wˆT , and, by B4 (from which it is follows
that JT (θ
0) > 0, with the minimal eigenvalue λmin(JT (θ
0)) ≥ λ∗, for some r > 0, we introduce the
event
Ω1 ∩ Ω2 ∩ Ω3 =
{∣∣∣o(1)p (1)∣∣∣ ≤ r, ∣∣∣o(2)p (1)∣∣∣ ≤ r, ‖wˆT ‖ ≤ r} ⊂ {∣∣λmin(HT (wˆT ))− λmin(JT (θ0))∣∣ ≤ λ∗2
}
=
{
λmin(JT (θ
0)− λ∗
2
≤ λmin(HT (wˆT )) ≤ λmin(JT (θ0) + λ∗
2
}
(131)
⊂
{
λmin(HT (wˆT )) ≥ λmin(JT (θ0)− λ∗
2
}
⊂
{
λmin(HT (wˆT )) ≥ λ∗
2
}
.
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We then have
P
{
Ω1 ∩ Ω2 ∩ Ω3
} ≤ P {∣∣∣o(1)p (1)∣∣∣ > r} + P {∣∣∣o(2)p (1)∣∣∣ > r}+ P {‖wˆT ‖ > r} .
For any ǫ > 0 and T > T0, we obtain P
{∣∣∣o(1)p (1)∣∣∣ > r} ≤ ǫ3 , P {∣∣∣o(2)p (1)∣∣∣ > r} ≤ ǫ3 . Note that if
T > T0, then, P {‖wˆT ‖ > r} ≤ ǫ3 , and hence,
P
{∣∣∣o(1)p (1)∣∣∣ > r} + P {∣∣∣o(2)p (1)∣∣∣ > r} + P {‖wˆT ‖ > r} ≤ ǫ3 + ǫ3 + ǫ3 = ǫ.
Therefore, for T > T0, P {Ω1 ∩ Ω2 ∩ Ω3} > 1 − ǫ. This means that the normed wˆT is the unique
solution of the equation (55), with probability tending to 1 as T −→ ∞, since the matrix HT (wˆT ) is
positive definite and the functional QT (θ, ω) has unique minimum at the point wˆT . Thus, Theorem 3
is proven.
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